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Siddique Kappan (Thread)

Far from Twitter, there r two teams who have been constantly working on a

mission.

One team plans for destruction by bomb blast, civil unrest, communal rest n

second team keep diffusing their plan.

This cat n mouse game keep going 24x7
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14th July 2022

Phoolwari Sharif (Bihar)

Bihar Police arrested some PFI terrorists n accessed an explosive booklet - Vision 2047.

That book was about converting India as Izlamic nation by 2047. This book covers step by step plan for this.

The plan was divide Hindus among upper cast, SC/ST, OBC

Take help of SC/ST and get in power with help of them.

Then dump them n then kill all.

5th August 2022

New York

Washington Post Indian correspondent Rana Ayyub changed her Twitter n posted a picture of a man with a slogan

"Release Siddiqui Kappan"

Who is the Siddiqui Kappan (SK) for which Rana is fighting ?

14 September 2020

Hathras (UP)

A 19-year-old Dalit woman was gang-raped in Hathras district, Uttar Pradesh, by four men. She died two weeks later in a

Delhi hospital.

The incident took cattiest angle between upper cast vs SC/ST by interference of politicians n journalist.



5th Oct 2020

Mathura

Near Matura toll, Police stopped a car. There were 4 people inside that car. When interrogated they told that they r journalist

from Kerala n going to Hathras to cover this case but Police found them dubious and arrested them.

One of the member out of those 4 people was Siddique Kappan. He told that He runs a Malayalam news portal azhimukham

and from last 6 years he had been living in Delhi.

He was arrested with some cash also.

When Police was arresting him they were not aware that they have got a big shark in net.

Police started to check his mobile phones, his whatsapp msgs, interrogated him, his associates n what they found was

explosive.

So explosive that Police has to impose the most dangerous act Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act (UAPA) on him along

with previous registered IPCs.

Section 124A (sedition), 153A and 295A (deliberate and malicious acts, intended to outrage religious feelings

According to 5000 pages charge sheet submitted by Police into Mathura Court, They found :

- Sidheeq Kappan was associated with SIMI and PFI

- He was involved in Delhi rights

- He was working on PFI Vision 2047

- He was sent to Hathras along with cash for a deep conspiracy

Conspiracy was to create caste riots in Hathras between upper cast and SC for Vision 2047.

Binu Vijayan, a journalist with the Malayalam publication Malayala Manorama gave statement to Police n told that Siddique

Kappan was associated with PFI and Maoist organizations

His whatsapp chat revealed that he was also associated with Bheema Koregaon accused.

Charges on him are so serious that Mathura court, Prayagraj High-count and Supreme Court denied to give him bail.

He is in Jail from last 2 years. From national to international entire Anti India ecosystem is fighting for his release

News laundry run a 9 article series on him

Rajdeep Sardesai conducted shows for him

https://t.co/fcxPMoUxk5

The International Press Institute (IPI) is creating pressure on Indian govt to release him.

Emotional card of his mother, wife n kids were also played.

https://t.co/fcxPMoUxk5


On October 5, 2021, to protest against one year of imprisonment of journalist Siddique Kappan, the Kerala Union of Working

Journalists, Leftist controlled Press Club of India and the Delhi Union of Journalists held a rally.



But there r so much hard evidence against him and accusations are so serious that on 5th August 2022, UP high court

denied to release him on bail

When they failed everywhere then to protest it and to create international pressure on India Rana Ayyub changed her DP in

support of accused of terrorism Siddique Kappan

Now ED also investigating the money laundering angle of Siddique Kappan



There r 2 persons always standing outside of ur home.

One who wants to burn ur home

and one who wants to save ur home

One who write for that destroyer

One who write for that savior

I write for savior

A thread by @Starboy2079
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My next thread will be on-

Aamir Khan

How Aamir Khan is more dangerous than Owaisi

https://twitter.com/Starboy2079
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